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Summary
Both acoustic and elastic reverse time migrations reconstruct forward and backward wavefields by solving the full
wave equation using recorded data as boundary conditions. The wavefield injection and reconstruction are
theoretically based on the Kirchhoff integral for acoustic case, and the representation theorem for elastic case, with
which accurate wavefields can be reconstructed by complete boundary conditions on a closed surface. However,
in most cases, the recording surface is not closed, nor do the recorded data provide complete information to
implement the exact Kirchhoff integral/representation theorem. For reflection seismology, usually only pressure is
recorded for the acoustic case and displacements are recorded for elastic case. By using a finite-difference
propagator, we uniformly inject boundary values based on exact Kirchhoff integral and representation theorem to
reconstruct both source-side and receiver-side wavefields for reverse time migration (RTM). Specifically, boundary
values are treated as equivalent sources, providing RTMs with an economic source-side wavefield reconstruction
strategy using parsimonious memory, where only single-layer boundary values are required. Receiver-side records
are injected and time-reversed propagated with correct phases and amplitudes. To investigate how incomplete data
can affect the reconstructed acoustic/elastic wavefields, artefacts from incomplete injections are analyzed.
Numerical examples verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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Introduction
The reverse time migration (RTM) often requires to generate wavefields from boundary values in an
integral way, e.g., reconstruct receiver-side waves from surface recorded data, or reconstruct the sourceside wavefield from pre-stored boundary values if storing the entire time-space wavefield is not an
option. For elastic case, the representation theorem forms the basis to generate the wavefields (see e.g.,
Aki and Richards, 1980; Wu, 1989; Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006). In the acoustic case, a simplified
version often called Kirchhoff integral serves for similar purpose. In a general case, accurately
reconstruct the wavefield inside a volume requires two types of boundary conditions on a closed surface.
However, in data acquisition practice, these conditions are rarely satisfied. As a result, non-physical
artefacts are generated and they will further affect the quality of the migration images. Consistent
boundary condition is more important in an elastic scheme than in acoustic case since P-to-S and S-toP conversions usually make the situation worse (Mittet, 1994; Ravasi and Curtis, 2013; Han and Xie,
2019, WTOPI Consortium Annual Report). Several methods were proposed in wavefield injection and
reconstruction. The multiple point sources (MPS) method (e.g., Mittet, 1994; Vasmel and Robertsson,
2016; Koene and Robertsson, 2018) was widely used in wavefield injection and time-reversed
propagation. Rakens and Weibull (2016) used incomplete boundary conditions to reconstruct sourceside wavefields in elastic full waveform inversion. Masson et al. (2014) implemented time-reversal
mirrors and box-tomography by layers of weighting factors. For wavefield injection from receiver-side,
artefacts in general injection cases need to be further analyzed.
In this work, we focus on elastic wavefield injection and imaging, but also parallelly list results for
acoustic case. Rather than using indirect schemes such as the MPS method, we propose a straightforward
numerical strategy for wavefield injection and reconstruction directly from the representation theorem,
in which equivalent sources are propagated by a time domain finite-difference (FD) propagator.
Numerical examples are conducted to test this approach. In generating the source-side wavefield, only
boundary values stored on a single layer are required. On the receiver-side, we use this method to test
the artifacts in the reconstructed wavefield. For this purpose, both complete and incomplete information
are injected from an unclosed surface. By comparing these results, the inaccuracy of the incomplete
injection is analyzed, and their effects on the RTM are evaluated.
Theory and Method
The Kirchhoff integral for acoustic case can be expressed as
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where the two surface integrals on the right hand side are type-I and II Rayleigh integrals, which
involves two propagators, the Green’s function G and its normal derivative n G , with related sources
are normal derivative of acoustic pressure n p and the acoustic pressure p itself, respectively, as
shown in Figure 1a. In an elastic case, the representation theorem is expressed as
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where the two surface integrals are type-I and II elastic Rayleigh integrals, the two propagators are the
elastic Green’s function Gin and its normal derivative G kn ,l . The related sources are the normal traction

Ti , acting like a concentrated force, and the moment ui cijkl n j , acting like a double couple, where ui is
the displacement, cijkl is the stiffness tensor, nj is the normal vector of the surface, as shown in Figure
1b.
Theoretically, based on integrals (1) and (2), both acoustic and elastic wavefields can be accurately
reconstructed with complete boundary values on a closed surface. This requirement usually can be met
when regenerating the source wavefield from pre-recorded boundary values. However, in generating
the receiver-side wavefield, the acquisition is often on an unclosed boundary, and the wavefield and its
normal derivative are seldomly both available (as shown in Figure 1c). Only in some specific scenarios,
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complete boundary values may be obtained, e.g., 4C observation from ocean bottom and dual-sensor
streamers.

Figure 1 Illustration of the representation integrals. (a) Acoustic case, (b) elastic case, and (c) injection
with incomplete information.
By using a FD propagator, wavefields can be forward or backward extrapolated based on equations (1)
or (2). The elastic forward propagation can be express in a matrix form
Aw s,
(3)
where wavefield w ( v, )T is composed of particle velocities and stress. The propagator A is
T

composed of model parameters and time and spatial differential operators. The term s f , m is
composed of equivalent sources, i.e., concentrated force density f and the moment density m . During
backward propagation, along the boundary
, the recorded boundary values d
( , v )T ,
weighted by local model parameters and direction normals direction vectors, are time-reversed injected
into the FD propagator as monopoles and couples (or dipoles). Type-I and type-II Rayleigh integrals
inject incomplete boundary conditions d
( , 0)T and d
(0, v )T , respectively. Under the
acoustic case, source and wavefields are acoustic pressures; specifically, in vector-acoustic case, they
are acoustic particle velocities and acoustic pressure.
Numerical Examples
We use a five-layer model shown in Figure 2 to validate our acoustic/elastic wavefield injection and
reconstruction. An explosion source located in the middle of the model (indicated by red star) excites
the wavefields, and boundary values are recorded along a closed surface (indicated by red rectangle).
Then, recorded boundary values are injected as boundary conditions and backward propagated to
regenerate the original wavefields. Illustrated in Figure 3 are forward- and backward-propagated
snapshots at 0.4 s, showing both acoustic and elastic source-side wavefields can be accurately
reconstructed.

Figure 2 The five-layer model used for numerical experiment, with its model parameters are listed in
the figure. For acoustic experiments, the P-wave velocity is used for the acoustic speed.
Next, we focus on injecting from a transparent flat surface to reconstruct receiver-side waves with
complete and incomplete information and test how errors resulted from unclosed surface and incomplete
information can affect the migration images. Again, an explosion source, shown as the blue star in
Figure 2, is used. Data are recorded along a transparent flat surface (indicated by a blue line). Complete
and incomplete acoustic/elastic boundary values are injected into the model, and snapshots at 0.6 s are
shown in Figure 4. The three rows from top to bottom are for acoustic pressure, elastic horizontal and
vertical particle velocities. The three columns from left to right are for complete, and type-I and type-II
injections. Exact reflection events are reproduced with correct phases and amplitudes in these three
cases. However, incomplete injections result in non-physical artefacts. In elastic case, the reconstructed
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wavefields are additionally contaminated by both P-to-S and S-to-P convert type artifacts (highlighted
by white arrows in Figure 4), and corresponding PP and PS RTM images include false events, as can be
seen in Figure 5 by highlighted white arrows.

Figure 3 Forward propagated (left)
and reconstructed (right) snapshots at
0.4 s, with (a)-(b) are for acoustic case
and (c)-(f) are for elastic case.

Figure 4 Reconstructed receiver-side acoustic (a)-(c) and
elastic (d)-(i) snapshots at 0.6 s. Columns from left to right
are from complete boundary condition, type-I Rayleigh
integral and type-II Rayleigh integral.

Finally, we use the SEAM 2D model (shown in Figure 6) to demonstrate how the above mentioned
approach can be used in reconstruct the source and receiver waves in RTMs. The model is 17.5 km in
the horizontal direction and 7.5 km in depth. For both acoustic and elastic case, 174 shots are excited
by the explosive source with a 15 Hz dominant frequency. The receivers are uniformly distributed on
the top of the model, and the interval is 20 m. Specifically, source-side wavefields are economically
reconstructed from single-layer the pre-stored boundary values. The acoustic RTM image is shown in
Figure 7a. The elastic PP and PS images are generated using the vectorized imaging condition (e.g., Xie
and Wu, 2005; Yan and Xie 2012), and the final images are shown in Figure 7b and 7c. In elastic case,
we inject complete surface records, whereas only acoustic pressure is injected in elastic case. To
suppress low-wavenumber noises in acoustic image and the elastic PP image, a Laplacian filter is used.
Conclusions
Based on the representation theorem, we developed a numerical method that can reconstruct accurate
wavefield using the traction and particle velocity data from a single layer on a closed boundary. This
forms an economical approach to generate accurate source-side wavefield from pre-recoded boundary
values. On the receiver-side, we can use this accurate approach to investigate inaccuracies in the
reconstructed wavefield by assuming only traction or particle velocity record is available. Their effects
on the PP and PS images were also illustrated. Parallel schemes and analyses are implemented for the
acoustic case. The proposed approach is straightforward to extend to 3D case.
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Figure 5 Single- and multi-shot RTM images. Top row shows acoustic RTM images, middle and bottom
rows show elastic RTM images. Left two columns show injection with complete boundary injections and
right two columns with type-II Rayleigh integrals.

Figure 6 SEAM 2D model. (a) P-wave velocity, (b) S-wave velocity, and (c) density. The acoustic
imaging uses the P-wave velocity as the acoustic speed.

Figure 7 RTM images of SEAM 2D model. (a) Acoustic RTM image, (b) PP-image and (c) PS-image
from elastic RTM.
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